


Decisions of ACTU Executive Meeting
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May, 1992
MATTERS FOR INFORMATION


SUPERANNUATION

	"i)	That the report be received and endorsed.

	ii)	That further efforts be made with the Australian Democrats to ensure that they understand the support of the union movement for the legislation."


ORGANOCHLORINE PESTICIDES

	"That Executive endorse the course of action for the ACTU to:

	.	seek the views of building trades unions as to their preparedness to impose a ban on the use of organochlorine pesticides;

	.	seek the views of unions involved in the import and distribution of organochlorine pesticides on the impact of a ban; and

	.	meet with Primary Industries and Energy Minister Simon Crean to raise our concerns about the health effects of organochlorine pesticides and seek the view of Government on bans relating to their use and import."


YOUTH WAGES

	"That the Youth Wages Committee recommendation re union action to improve youth wage rates be endorsed."


ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS

	"That ACTU Executive commends the Health Services Union for its achievement in gaining Federal Award coverage for Aboriginal community health workers.

	In addition to achieving significant wage increases, the Award recognises the notion of "self determination" in the industrial relationship between Aboriginal employers and Aboriginal workers, and an entitlement to ceremonial leave.

	This achievement complements the success of the FMWU/AWU in securing the Pitjantjatjara area Award in February.

	These achievements by our affiliates are consistent with the ACTU's strategy to develop Award coverage for Aboriginal organisations funded by a range of Commonwealth and State agencies.   We welcome the Federal Government's support for this strategy.

	These achievements reinforce the role that trade unions can, and should play, in protecting the most disadvantaged workers in our community.
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Aboriginal Affairs  (Contd.)

	The ACTU and its affiliates are committed to redressing past disadvantages and to undertake positive and practical programs in support of the reconciliation process agreed to by Federal Parliament."


CHILDCARE

	"That Targeted Administrative Assistance be made available to services which meet criteria which provide a social infrastructure that will ensure services of high quality, in identified high needs areas, that are economically viable.  The results being affordable high quality child care services for families with children needing care in all age groups particularly children under three years of age.

	Such criteria would include :

	•	provision for service to operate with full or partial community management

	•	non profit making service

	•	demonstrated commitment to the provision of up to 1/3 of places available for under three's.  New services would need to provide 1/3 of all places for under three's

	•	services established or previously established in identified high needs areas

	•	services established in rural and remote areas and identified low socio-economic areas

	•	services providing for the needs of special groups including, children with special needs, children of NESB families and children from ATSI families

	That Gap Fee Relief be provided so that fee relief more accurately reflects the true cost of care.  Gap Fee Relief would only be available to services with fees in excess of the fee relief ceiling.  Services wishing to use Gap Fee Relief must be prepared to submit to rigorous scrutiny of their financial status including providing to the Commonwealth all necessary financial documentation of outgoings relating to the breakeven costs e.g. rents, lease payments, management fees and other costs.

	In the case of Family Day Care Schemes the scheme and not the individual carers must be prepared to submit to such scrutiny.


Childcare  (Contd.)

	That there is one level of fee relief across all services and that fee relief is determined by families' income rather than by the style of service or location of service delivery.  It may be necessary to consider phasing in fee relief for those already in services in receipt of lower levels of fee relief e.g. occasional care (limited census data indicates that the number of families affected may be minimal).

	That all services be known as Child Care Services which are able to provide a range of child care including Long Day Care and Occasional Care Services which currently provide predominantly Long Day Care may continue to do this with the ability to provide some occasional care.  Similarly services which currently predominantly service occasional care needs may continue to do so with the ability to provide Long Day Care when required.

	That existing priority of access guidelines are strictly applied and monitored ensuring priority to children of working families and to children of those studying or training to enter the workforce as a proper and sufficient means of supporting labour market participation.

	That existing occasional care guidelines be maintained to ensure that demand is met and that the limited occasional care places are available for occasional care purposes at affordable prices.

	That the Out of School Hours Program be integrated to provide a full range of Out of School Hours services including before and after school care as well as vacation care.

	That program expansion beyond the 1996 objective should continue.  Such expansion should be across all services and should be in response to needs based planning which will ensure allocation of Commonwealth funds equitably to meet the apparent 40% unmet demand for formal care.

	That accurate data be collected that clearly separates the non profit private childcare sector from the commercial for profit sector.  Such data should separate employer supported services from other non profit private services."

APPRECIATION - MR. JOHN VANDERVEKEN, ICFTU

	"The ACTU Executive places on record its appreciation to John Vanderveken, for his longstanding commitment and service to the international trade union movement.

	His personal conviction about Human and Trade Union rights is exemplified in his leading numerous missions to countries where rights are being violated and in his active involvement in the anti-apartheid struggles.

Appreciation - J. Vanderveken  (Contd.)

	In the recent period, in his capacity as General Secretary of the ICFTU, John Vanderveken played a key role in enhancing the credibility and effectiveness of the organisation, which now represents over 100 million members in 108 countries.

	The ACTU extends its best wishes to John and his wife/family in his retirement.

	The proposal for the retiring General Secretary to visit Australia be pursued in accordance with the recommendation from the ICFTU Congress delegation."

TAFE FUNDING

	"The ACTU welcomes the Commonwealth's commitment to expanding and improving the TAFE and vocational education system.  The Commonwealth Government objective of developing a higher status, better resourced systems of vocational education and training which provides a quality option for young people is to be commended.

	The ACTU supports the Commonwealth's proposal that it :

	•	assume full responsibility for funding TAFE and vocational education and training

	•	place funding on a triennial basis

	•	expand funding by $720 million during the 1993-1995 triennium

	The ACTU notes the Commonwealth Government's commitment that the expansion of TAFE and the training system will not be achieved by a transfer of resources from either the schools or university sector but by a commitment to further Commonwealth investment in education and training as a whole.  The ACTU supports this position whilst recognising that the whole issue of cross sectoral balance needs to be addressed.

	The ACTU calls on the parties to stop bickering and to reach agreement on the TAFE funding package which will create places for an extra 100,000 students each year who miss out on TAFE places and to upgrade the TAFE and training systems throughout Australia.

	The ACTU urges State Governments to quickly reach agreement with the Commonwealth on the details of the funding responsibilities to enable the new system to commence operation in 1993."



PREMIERS' CONFERENCE

	"The ACTU notes the importance of overcoming duplication in responsibilities and the provision of services between the Commonwealth and States/Territories and the need to rationalise funding and relative responsibilities between the parties.

	The ACTU believes that all heads of government carry a heavy responsibility to avoid territorial posturing and reach agreement that provides Australia with a co-ordinated and efficient distribution of national revenue, a rationalisation of functions between the tiers of government, and the reduction in reliance on taxes which hinder growth and employment.

	Such an agreement should also provide the States with greater predicability in their planning, access to revenue which matches their responsibilities, and the Commonwealth with the capacity to undertake appropriate national funding initiatives without undue hindrance from States based on narrow or irrelevant grounds."

APPM DISPUTE

	"The ACTU Executive, having heard a progress report on the dispute involving a number of unions with APPM, resolves as follows :

	i)	The actions of APPM in creating a situation at their plant in Burnie Tasmania, where the boiler room will for the second time be under the 
		control of untrained staff personnel, are yet another example of APPM's determination to provoke a major dispute at Burnie.

	ii)	The Executive notes that the unions position in this matter is consistent with their acceptance of a previous AIRC decision in relation to operation of the boiler room at Burnie.  Although the boiler operators have agreed to train staff, in fact APPM has done nothing to commence any process by which this training could take place in a safe environment.

	iii)	The Executive further notes APPM's direction to employees on 7 May 1992 that workers are to be trained to train staff to run the boilers.  However because APPM has decided that the entire day shift must do this training on Monday 11 May, while they are away from the plant, the very same untrained staff will be left in charge and will operate the boiler room.  Executive also notes the offer by unions to have at least one qualified, experienced operator on the job, has been flatly rejected by APPM.


APPM Dispute   (Contd.)

	iv)	Executive demands that APPM cease using the boiler room operations as the battle ground for their anti union campaign.  The safety of their employees and the plant itself should not be jeopardised.  The ACTU supports the call by Commissioner Merriman that no further action by APPM take place until further AIRC hearings scheduled for Tuesday, 12 May."

APPM/ACTU UNIONS' SUPPORT

	"Having heard a report regarding the APPM dispute the Executive resolves as follows:

	1.	To support APPM workers in their struggle to be collectively represented by their unions in negotiations with the Company, and to oppose the attack by APPM on the whole trade union movement inherent in the writs issued against the President of the ACTU and other officials and unions for organising stop-work meetings of APPM employees.

	2.	To call upon APPM to resolve this dispute by agreeing to the following:

		(i)	the right of workers to work in a healthy and safe environment without intimidation

		(ii)	the withdrawal of all legal actions against their workers and union officials

		(iii)	the right of workers to be collectively represented by their unions in negotiations with the Company.

	3.	To co-ordinate the trade union movement's actions in relation to this dispute.

	4.	To establish a Fighting Fund to support and promote the interests of the workers involved in the dispute including the provision of payments for:

		(i)	income support to the workers concerned in the dispute;

		(ii)	legal expenses connected with or incidental to the dispute;


APPM/ACTU Union's Support  (Contd.)

		(iii)	the dissemination of information about the dispute including its relationship to New Right strategies generally; and

		(iv)	other expenses connected with or incidental to the dispute.

	5.	The Fund to:

		(i)	be audited

		(ii)	be administered by a representative group of trustees

		(iii)	provide quarterly reports to the Executive.

		The legal details associated with the Fund to be resolved by the Officers consistent with the above points.

	6.	To develop a comprehensive communications strategy in relation to the APPM dispute and other threats to workers' rights."

ENTRY LEVEL TRAINING

	"The ACTU takes the following position regarding the report of the Employment and Skills Formation Council (ESFC) into entry level training.

	i)	Welcomes the significant new commitment to training proposed in the report to achieve a higher skilled competence society and endorses the major proposals contained in the report.

	ii)	Acknowledges that the ESFC report in building on the earlier Finn committee report proposes new approaches to education and training which will provide for the first time a universal system of structured and certificated training and skill development for all young people entering the workforce including those who have traditionally entered low skill jobs without career prospects.  The provision of entry level training on a universal basis is regarded as critical for continuing trade union support -attempts to use the non-career aspirant definition as a means of avoiding the provision of Entry Level Training will be strongly opposed.

	iii)	Recognises that the proposed structured training and education will provide a better base for more secure, more satisfactory and more highly paid jobs throughout a working lifetime -the potential value of this reform to those in traditionally lower skilled work levels is substantial.   It is 

Entry Level Training  (Contd.)

		stressed that the value of this reform must not be undermined by employers increasing their training at the level 2 but failing to give sufficient number of employees the opportunity to train to levels 3 and 4 of the Australian Standards Framework (ASF) so as to achieve the target of 60% of all young people reaching a level 3 or higher.   Government action may be necessary to ensure that this outcome does not occur.

	iv)	Notes that the proposal for virtually universal achievement of the key competencies either at school or in work/training combinations will equip young people for adapting to work organisations and technological change and improve their job and career prospects.

	v)	Endorses the targets for increased participation in vocational training.  The mechanisms proposed to achieve these targets are :

		i)	increased funding
		ii)	multiple integrated pathways
		iii)	diversity of delivery arrangements
		iv)	increased vocational emphasis and a more significant role for workplace learning  
		v)	basing the new certificate system on NTB endorsed broad based industry competency standards linked to the ASF and to the key competencies
		vi)	industry training plans
		vii)	training contracts for those undertaking training  
		viii)	in particular, the target for women/girls' participation needs to be treated as a priority if the 2001 target is to be achieved

		These mechanisms are supported by the ACTU

	vi)	The ACTU is concerned that the proposals in respect of industry training plans and training contracts may not be adequate to meet the targets.  The targets and objectives will not be achieved unless industry training plans and employee training contracts meet the following conditions :

		i)	New training contracts must guarantee a sufficient number of trainee/apprentices the right to complete full courses that allow a progression to ASF Level 3 Certificate, taking account of the needs of a particular industry

		ii)	Ensure that the proportion of level 2 and level 3 certificates in each industry is adequate

		iii)	Ensures training is consistent with NTB endorsed industry standards

Entry Level Training  (Contd.)

		iv)	Includes the key competencies

		Government funding must be conditional on training plans and contracts meeting these requirements

	vii)	The ACTU and its affiliates have an important responsibility to act at government, industry and workplace level to ensure the proper implementation of these proposals including the achievement of skill standards, training contracts and industry training plans.

	viii)	The proposal for the final two years of schooling to be conducted in separate senior colleges should be considered as a part of the education system.  The degree to which such colleges should be universal and separate from other parts of the school system are matters of concern to the ACTU and require further consideration.

	ix)	In the area of remuneration and wage levels the report proposes that training off-the-job for early school leavers undertaking key competencies be unpaid.  The ACTU believes that there should be a requirement for employers to pay salaries at the normal rate for vocational training.
	
	x)	The introduction of structured entry level training which is competency based should accelerate the achievement of competence and value of the certificate trainee.   Through negotiation at industry level as envisaged in the report this can lead to higher levels of remuneration.    Following the achievement of full competence, which could occur prior to the age currently set down to receive the full rate-for-the-job, the report notes that the individual should receive the full rate for the job.

	xi)	The ACTU will pursue equity in the treatment of competency as between new work entrants, and existing workers whose competencies are increasingly being recognised in awards, but not yet credentialled.  The assessment of the competency for new entrants and existing workers must :

		i)	distinguish between the objective competency of the workers, and the individual performance measurements which relate to personal productivity or other factors

		ii)	Allow for technical or award based competencies to be assessed, in the case of existing workers without reliance on workers having learnt formally key competencies referred to in the report
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xii)	The ACTU :

		a) 	Rejects any proposal for trainee wages to be determined by reference to existing junior rates discounted for time off the job in training recognising that such proposals legitimise existing youth wages which are not based on competency.

		b) 	Emphasises the importance of flexible training pathways for workers in training contracts to ensure such workers have available appropriate options for differing personal and financial circumstances.

		c)	Endorses the ESFC recommendation that wage rates for young people should reflect the principles that apply to the rest of the workforce under award restructuring.

		d)	Reaffirms that young workers in training should, like all other employees, be regarded as employees and paid in the form of a wage rather than an allowance.

		e)	Opposes the use of "time served" criteria such as age, experience and maturity unless such criteria can be shown to be consistent with the acquisition of competence.

	xiii)	The ACTU supports the ESFC recommendation to governments that an adequate number of enterprises be subject of pilot implementation with each of the pilot projects having active involvement by the industry parties.   Each significant sector needs to be represented in pilot implementation plus participation of small, medium and large enterprises.  Proposals for pilot projects will need to take account of matters of concern to the ACTU as outlined in this resolution.

	xiv)	The Commonwealth should initiate consultations with employers and the ACTU/ unions so as to proceed with pilot implementation as soon as practicable. 

	xv)	It may be necessary to approach Government on the issue of appropriate rates of training allowance paid to early school leavers who have joined the workforce and who are required to undertake off-the-job key competency training, which reduces their wage.

	xvi)	A variety of questions need to be satisfied on issues related to the report.  There will need to be ongoing discussion in the trade union movement regarding this and other proposed reforms in the area of education and training."


EXECUTIVE MEETING DATE - AUGUST, 1992


	"That taking account of the date for the Federal Budget the August Executive meeting dates be August 17 - 21."

SALARY PACKAGING

	"The ACTU notes the growing practice of salary packaging and in isolated cases the conversion of some part of the wage to a tax preferred benefit.

	In considering this issue the Executive believes that there are two issues of fundamental principle.

	1.	The tax treatment of any benefit should be bonafide and not an artificial tax loop hole.  The Government and the Tax Commissioner should investigate such arrangements to ensure that the revenue foregone and the incentives implied are equitable and effective.

		If a tax-benefit is available it should be universally available and be applied in a progressive manner.


	2.	There should not be a conversion of an award entitlement to an over-award discretionary benefit.

	The Executive believes that :

	i)	Salary packaging should not be a device to change the status of awards from paid rates awards to minimum rates

	ii)	The minimum rates of pay in awards should not be reduced

	iii)	The rates of pay for purposes of superannuation, overtime and penalties should not be reduced."

TAX DEDUCTIBILITY - CHILD CARE

	"The Executive endorses the resolution from the ACTU Women's Committee/Child Care Unions which opposes tax deductibility of Child Care fees on the grounds that :

	1.	It would be regressive in that parents in higher income tax brackets would receive greater benefits than those in lower income brackets, and those paying little or no tax would receive no benefit.


Tax Deductibility - Child Care  (Contd.)

	2.	The cost to Government in foregone revenue would be great while doing nothing to address the problem of inadequate provision of subsidised, quality, non-profit child care earners.

	3.	There should be expanded access to means-tested fee relief to make it more accessible to low to middle income earners.

	4.	Access to a tax deduction at the end of the financial year would not have a substantial impact upon the ability of those on low incomes to meet the weekly payment of child care fees."

MEDICARE

	"The fundamental principle of the Labor Government's Medicare is the maintenance of a universal quality health system which is available to all in the community on an equitable basis.

	The ACTU Executive notes that the WA Labor Government is calling for an increase of Commonwealth funding to the State public hospitals system and that it believes that such an increase should be funded by higher income earners.

	The ACTU Executive also notes with concern the coalition between the Australian Private Hospitals Association and the Australian Hospitals Association (representing public hospitals) in calling for increased private health insurance as a mechanism to increase public hospital funding.

	There is a major difference between the Labor Health policy and the Liberal Health policy.   The Liberals will significantly dismantle Medicare, move away from the public provision of health services, force individuals and families to bear greater direct responsibility for their health care through private insurance, and, in addition remove any cap on doctors' fees.

	Accordingly, the ACTU Executive calls upon all State Labor Governments to work to ensure the preservation of the principle behind the current Medicare system.  The ACTU recognises the need to increase Commonwealth Medicare funding to State public hospitals as part of achieving a comprehensive review of the current health care system; which includes the following from ACTU Congress 1991 policy :

	i)	the need for Medicare to develop further accountability measures to prevent overservicing in those categories of service where such problems are occurring (eg. private pathology and radiology)

	ii)	further encouragement of bulk billing by doctors (direct billing of Medicare benefits has increased from 45.1% in 1984 to 58% in 1989/90)
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	iii)	attempts to prevent over-schedule billing for patient billed services (2.6% in 1984/85 to 13% in 1989/90)

	iv)	measures to achieve a more rational process of prioritising waiting lists between the public and private sectors

	v)	extension of Medicare to additional health services including selected dental costs

	vi)	streamlining referrals

	vii)	limiting payments to those services defined as clinically relevant

	viii)	counselling practitioners whose servicing patterns indicate the possibility of unnecessary servicing

	ix)	providing for the accreditation of general practice and the need to encourage a more equitable distribution of medical practices throughout the community

	x)	reviewing professional indemnity arrangements for health care professionals

	xi)	developing alternatives to total reliance on general practices with a view to improving quality of care and reducing costs through encouraging best practice care."

BUILDING INDUSTRY - GYLES REPORT

	"Executive condemns the proposals contained in the New South Wales Royal Commission's Report into Productivity in the Building Industry that Governments use criminal charges against trade union officials involved in legitimate industrial activity on behalf of workers.

	Circumstances leading up to the recent arrest of CFMEU (BWIU) Wagga based organiser, Peter Zaboyak by the Royal Commission Police Task Force, puts in question the integrity and purpose of the Greiner Government's strategy.

	Zaboyak has been charged with intimidation under the Crimes Act.  Zaboyak's 'crime' was that he insisted that an employer pay workers compensation and other award and statutory entitlements to an employee, as a pre-condition to being accepted as a sub-contractor on the Junee Jail project.



Building Industry - Gyles Report  (Contd.)

	The action of the Greiner Government in this matter is a clear example of harsh and reactionary attacks on workers and their trade unions envisaged in the Coalition Parties' Industrial Relations Policy which would be put into effect if the conservative forces were to become the Federal Government.

	These aims must be defeated.  Accordingly, Executive determines to provide active support to any union official subjected to criminal charges arising from legitimate actions in support of ACTU endorsed policy."

SKILL FORMATION ASSESSMENT

	"The Executive notes the Employment and Skills Formation Council will be giving consideration to the most appropriate form of assessment to be implemented under the new skill formation arrangements.

	The Executive believes :

	-	the nature of the assessment must maintain the integrity of skill formation standards

	-	the assessment process must be fair and equitable to all concerned

	An assessment process which involves the employer alone making a judgement on the skill/knowledge of the employee could be open to other extraneous matters being taken into account which could prejudice the position of the employee.

	The Executive supports an assessment process which is agreed between the employer and union/s which by objective test is impartial and effective."

TUTA

	"That the Executive record its appreciation to the staff of TUTA for their outstanding assistance during the course of the Executive meeting.

	The co-operation of all concerned, the efficiency of the College and the general assistance provided were a tribute to the staff at the College and elsewhere.  It has meant that the Executive carried through a demanding agenda much more successfully than would otherwise have been the case."


ELECTION CAMPAIGN

	"1.	The ACTU Executive endorses the conducting of a vigorous campaign to expose the serious consequences for our members rights, wages and working conditions from the policies of the Federal Liberal/National Parties.

	2.	A small Future Strategies Campaign Committee, to replace the Publicity Campaign Strategy Committee, will be established.

	3.	The Committee is authorised to engage an organisation to conduct market research which highlights the Opposition's Industrial Relations policies and threats to the award system, the effect of the GST, and cuts to public services.

	4.	The Committee is authorised to initially expend up to $100,000 raised from union sources to fund this research, the NIEIR study and to produce a package of campaign materials including video/s for use by affiliates in workplace meetings."

CONFERENCE OF UNIONS

	"The ACTU Executive endorses the proposed conference of unions to be held in Sydney during September 1992.

	The conference to be held without significant cost to the ACTU and to focus on practical issues of concern to the trade union movement.

	The cost to participants to be in the order of $100 per person."







UNION RATIONALISATION

Visual Arts Craft Workers

	"That the Executive endorse the agreement reached between the unions in this area."

Business Equipment

	"1.	The general demarcation will be in essence determined by the employers contracting responsibilities :

		ETU - where it is electrical contracting work and the contractor employs ETU members

		ASU (TSG) - where it is business equipment installation work and the contractor employs ASU (TSG) members

	2.	The specific demarcation issue concerns cabling which is incidental to installation of business equipment on building sites

	3.	The ACTU believes that this specific demarcation should be handled on a case by case basis and referred to the ACTU for resolution

	4.	The ACTU urges the unions to attempt to reach agreement regarding the specific demarcation."

Building and Construction

	"The ACTU Executive notes and endorses the following :

	This meeting of unions in the Building and Construction Industry having heard reports regarding S.118A applications resolves as follows :

	1.	Any S.118A application made by unions should be consistent with ACTU Executive decisions.

	2.	The following should occur in relation to the S.118A matters :

		i)	VSBTU and CFMEU (FFTS/OPDU) : Agreement should be concluded consistent with the ACTU Executive decision and be reflected in any S.118A application

		ii)	ETU/PGEU - CFMEU (FFTS/OPDU) : Further discussions be held to secure agreement regarding the question of plumbers and electricians employed by builders.  The ACTU will assist as appropriate

Union Rationalisation - Building & Construction  (Contd.)

		iii)	MEWU/CFMEU : Discussions should continue and in the event no understanding or agreement is reached the ACTU will assist as appropriate

		iv)	In the context where FIMEE believes that a set of amalgamations are in place which involve rights of competition and that understandings have not been met, the ACTU will meet separately with FIMEE/AWU and CFMEU (OPDU/FFTS) regarding long-term relationships.  Such discussions with be without prejudice.  As appropriate further negotiations between principal unions will be convened

	3.	Unions should use their financial resources for the betterment of the membership."

Australian Air Express

	"The ACTU Executive endorses the following in relation to Australian Air Express:

	This decision is an in-principle decision subject to confirmation as to fact and acceptance by unions concerned.

	Having regard to the information provided by Australian Air Express (AAE), it is the ACTU's view that the AAE cannot be regarded as a greenfield site but rather an integration of two existing functions.

	Union Status

	In relation to Australian Air Express the ACTU regards :

			TWU as Principal Union
			ASU/FCU as Significant Union
			APTU as Significant Union

	The ACTU was subsequently advised that PSU have had 40 members in Australia Post Express Courier and therefore is of the view that it may be regarded as an Other Union, whose members would be more appropriately covered by ASU/FCU and AAE.

	Demarcation

	The ACTU's view as to the appropriate demarcation for AAE is as follows :
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	Airport Branches

	TWU - Operations Staff
	ASU/FCU - Supervisory/Administrative Staff

	Driving

	TWU - Owner Drivers and drivers previously employed by Australian Airlines 

	Express
	APTU - Company (Australia Post) Drivers

	Off-Airport Bases

	APTU (subject to further information)

	Corporate/Sales/Marketing/Customer Service

	ASU/FCU"

Spraypave - Newport Terminal

The Executive noted that discussions between TWU and NUW were continuing in this area.

Exhibition Industry

The ACTU Officers' decision re the Exhibition Industry is :

1.	In relation to the nine companies subject to the S.118A application, the ATAEA should properly have coverage and the draft consent award between the ATAEA the nine employers should be implemented.

2.	Given the ACTU's decision on coverage with respect to the nine companies listed in the S.118A order (point 1 above) and the circumstances relating to this dispute, further S.118A proceedings are unnecessary.

	However, if the Commission determines that a S.118A Order is desirable, the ACTU believes such an order should reflect point 1 but should not go beyond formalising coverage for the ATAEA in the companies concerned.

3.	There is clearly a need for agreement to be reached as to rationalisation of coverage in this sector in accordance with ACTU policy on Union Organisation.  The ATAEA and BWIU (CFMEU) FFTS/OPDU should proceed with discussions to reach agreement regarding coverage in this industry sector, including 

Exhibition Industry  (Contd.)

	effective union organisation with contractors coming into trade, promotions and exhibition venues in this sector.   The ACTU will assist as requested.

Psychiatric and Intellectual Services - Victoria

	"ACTU will make submissions consistent with the following principles and believes that the parties should confer on an order to reflect that decision.

	The matters which were determined in-principle were :

	1.	HSUA current membership rights should continue.

	2.	SPSF should be excluded from areas covered by HSUA under Schedule 5 and members returned to the HSUA.

	3.	HSUA should be excluded from areas covered by SPSF under schedules 1-4 with the exception of dental nurses in which case there is joint coverage.

	4.	The SPSF should not have coverage of nurses engaged in health delivery services over the long term.  The HSUA should continue to cover psychiatric nurses but there will need to be an amalgamation with the ANF or an agreement with them regarding coverage of nurses.

	5.	The SPSF have a role in the health industry but this is subject to the limits of HSUA existing membership.  This shall involve exclusive membership rights of the HSUA in regard to the classifications covered by the Health and Allied Services Board and the Health Professional Services Board.

	6.	SPSF should continue to represent its current membership in the health industry with future representation of work in the public health system being secured through amalgamation with HACSSA.

	7.	On integration of psychiatric services or any other areas of the public service SPSF should be allowed to follow its current membership in accordance with members' wishes but provision should exist for exchange of membership with the HSUA.

	8.	In the absence of a decision by HACSSA to amalgamate with another union its membership may be absorbed by HSUA and SPSF."

Snowy Mountains Hydro Electricity Authority

Executive noted the report regarding this matter.  A meeting is to be held shortly.  All unions involved in the SMHEA are to be advised of the meeting.

Union Rationalisation  (Contd.)

Furnished Goods/Warehousing - Metal Industry

	"That the Executive notes the progress made by the NUW and MEWU toward reaching agreement concerning the implementation of their stores/warehousing related rationalisation proposal for the Metal Industry Award.

	We further note however that agreement with all concerned affiliates has not yet been achieved.  The NUW and MEWU are requested to continue their efforts through negotiations with such concerned affiliates in order to reach agreement.

	This Executive endorses the lodgement of an application by the NUW either singularly or in association with the MEWU in terms consistent with the draft order already circulated to all metal industry unions.

	We request that the matter initiated by the above application not proceed beyond mention and the fixing of hearing dates until after the August Executive Committee meeting.

	This matter shall be considered at the August ACTU Executive meeting, with a view to finalisation, subject to the NUW and/or MEWU satisfying this Executive that either agreement has been reached with all other concerned affiliates or that further discussion is unlikely to resolve any remaining differences."

Remotely Operated Vehicles

Executive noted developments.  The matter has been settled between the unions.

State Schools Sector

	"The ACTU Executive notes that meetings of ATU, SPSF, FMWU and PSU have to date been unable to resolve the dispute over coverage of clerical workers, teacher aides and associated grades, but believes that discussions should continue.

	Each union is to consider its position and report back to a meeting convened by the ACTU officers by no later than mid June.  The ACTU officers to make themselves available as necessary to assist affiliates in this matter.

	Pending such meeting all recruitment publicity and approaches to workers in the areas in contention must cease."

Bridgestone

	"That the report be received and that a further meeting be convened to report back to the August meeting of Executive."
SECV

	"Consistent with the previous Executive decision the ACTU notes the developments re SECV and determines as follows :

	1.	The FEDFA on amalgamation with the CFMEU shall be given principal union status in coal winning and in SECV briquette making.

		The principal union status will exclude the following ASU classifications :

			supervisors, technical, professional and administrative

	2.	The ASU is entitled to principal union status in terms of power station operations.

		The principal union status will exclude :

		i)	The wages staff membership of FEDFA
		ii)	The staff-operators of the FEDFA until 1/1/'93 so as to enable an orderly transfer of membership without loss of any rights or conditions, and a review of the overall rationalisation within the SECV.

	3.	The ASU should establish effective means of involvement of the operators within the ASU.

	The relevant unions are to consider the decision as soon as practicable.  If no agreement can be reached the ACTU officers will determine the matter consistent with policy"

Loy Yang B

	"ACTU Executive having regard to its previous decisions on union rationalisation and the power industry directs the ACTU Officers to call an urgent meeting of interested unions with respect to the agreement between ASU and Mission Energy regarding the operation of the Loy Yang B power station.  If agreement cannot be reached then the Officers are authorised to decide the matter and to make submissions in any Industrial Relations Commission proceedings."

Contracting Industry - Aircraft

	"Executive notes the document "Contractors : Union Structure and Rationalisation" and authorises the submission of that document by the FMWU in the Commission proceedings relating to the current dispute between the FMWU and TWU over contract cleaning of aircraft.


Union Rationalisation -  Aircraft  (Contd.)

	Executive further notes that the contract cleaning of aircraft is part of the bona fide contract cleaning industry as defined in the above document.

	The Officers are authorised to convene a further meeting of FMWU/TWU prior to the making of a submission to the IRC."

PKIU/FCU Rationalisation

	"The ACTU Executive endorse in principle the following rationalisation of PKIU/FCU coverage in the Printing Industry.  These principle issues to form the basis of ACTU submissions having regard to further consideration by the parties.

	1.	The PKIU to seek introduction of clerical classifications into the Graphic Arts Award (and other awards subject to S.118(a) application as appropriate) comparable with classification structures established in key clerical award/s.

	2.	That the PKIU/FCU rationalisation/demarcation in the Printing Industry generally be based on both the size of the enterprise and the functions performed by employees.

	3.	That the rationalisation between the PKIU/FCU be subject to review by the ACTU after a period of 2 years based on demonstrable increase in membership.

	4.	That the FCU have exclusive representation/recruitment for administrative/accounting service functions, for employers employing a total of 20 or more employees.

	5.	That the PKIU have exclusive representation/recruitment where clerical functions interface with production functions and impact on the production process for employers employing a total of 20 or more employees.

		Illustrative of this line of demarcation are the functions set out below.  This list is not intended to be exhaustive but would provide a prima facie starting point for determination of any disputed membership areas pursuant to paragraph 8.

		FCU						PKIU

		Factory Engineers Secretary		Systems Controller Production


Union Rationalisation - PKIU/FCU  (Contd.)

		Managers Secretary			Desk top publishing for production purposes

		Stenographer				Directory key board operators

		Desk top publishing for
		Admin purposes

		That the PKIU, as the principal union have exclusive representation/recruitment for all categories of employees for employers employing up to a total of 20 employees.  This demarcation is based on a recognition that small employers are a feature of the printing industry and that economies of scale and logistics would mitigate against the capacity for the FCU to make significant inroads in terms of membership in these areas.

	6.	That the FCU seek to become a party to the Graphic Arts Awards, with discrete interests consistent with the terms of this decision, that is the FCU would become a respondent to Graphic Arts Awards for larger employers employing a total of 20 or more employees and with respect to the administrative/accounting classifications.

	7.	That any disputed membership areas or the appropriate interpretation and application of this decision be referred to the ACTU for resolution.

	Newspaper Areas

	8.	That PKIU has principal union status.

	9.	The FCU has significant union status with respect to clerical areas where they have significant membership.  These areas are to be identified and agreement reached between the unions to preserve the status quo for current FCU areas where the membership is significant, consistent with previous Executive decisions.

		The ACTU will assist in this process if necessary.

	10.	In order to avoid any misunderstanding, all areas of the newspaper sector should be addressed, not merely those areas affected by the PKIU S.118A application.  It is noted that newspaper areas affected by the application are largely agreed.

	11.	The FCU/PKIU to provide further particulars as to their membership in newspapers."	

PKIU/APTU Rationalisation

	"That the ACTU Executive endorse in principle the following, regarding disputed coverage issues for mailing houses in the Printing Industry pending further consideration by the parties.  These to form the basis of ACTU submission.

	1.	It is recognised that the express intent of the APTU is to ensure that there is appropriate unionisation and award regulation of potential alternative postal networks.

	2.	There is no basis for the APTU to encroach on PKIU Award and membership areas in "mailing houses".

	3.	The legitimate interest of the APTU in coverage of the "off site" delivery operations of "mailing houses" is not contested by the PKIU.

	4.	The PKIU seek to introduce in the relevant Graphic Arts Awards, appropriate classification structures and career paths for workers in mailing houses.  This process should not be opposed or hampered by the APTU.

	5.	That the APTU's future position with respect to contracting out of postal functions from Australia Post and consequential expansion or development of alternative delivery networks be reserved.

	6.	That the PKIU and APTU have further discussions with a view to suspending a range of proceedings currently on foot in the Commission, excluding :

		•	The PKIU S.118A application on the understanding that the APTU's position regarding any future contracting out of Australia Post functions is reserved.

		•	PKIU rule change application for areas other than "mailing".

Printing Industry - Various PKIU Agreements

	"That the ACTU Executive endorse the agreements between the PKIU and :
	NUW
	TWU
	AJA
	MEWU
	FMWU
	as the position of the ACTU in submissions to AIRC in PKIU S.118A proceedings understanding that the settlement proposed by ETU is broadly acceptable to PKIU."
	

Union Rationalisation  (Contd.)

Coal Industry - Greenfields Site

	"That the ACTU Executive endorse the attached decision regarding competing seniority claims by UMFA, MEWU and ETU providing for :

	-	Establishment of seniority at the new site on transfer of membership, on a group basis across Wongawilli, Nebo and Kemira for the maintenance and electrical streams, regardless of pre-existing union membership, and consistent with the basis for establishing seniority for the production stream

	-	Support for the extension of the guarantee regarding job security to MEWU and ETU members on transfer of membership

	-	Transfer of membership to be effected on ratification of ACTU greenfields site decision by Coal Industry Tribunal or on a date agreed between unions

	-	No discrimination/recriminations against transferring individuals

	-	ACTU submission to the Coal Industry Tribunal to give effect to the decision."

Oil Industry

The ACTU Executive endorses:

·	change in union membership by agreement between the relevant unions or, where no agreement is reached, by referral to the ACTU

·	bargaining units to be established at each enterprise reflecting existing membership.

Designated bargaining units:

Head Office					)	FCU, APESA

Refineries	-	Ampol		)	AWU, MEWU, ETU, FIMEE, FCU
		-	BP Bulwa Island	)
		-	Shell Geelong	)

		-	BP Kwinana	)	AWU, MEWU, ETU, FEDFA, FCU

		-	Caltex		)	AWU, MEWU, ETU, FIMEE, FCU


Union Rationalisation - Oil Industry  (Contd.)

		-	APC			)	NUW, MEWU, ETU, FEDFA, FIMEE, FCU
		-	Mobil Adelaide	)

		-	Mobil Altona	)	NUW, MEWU, ETU, FIMEE, FCU

		-	Shell Clyde		)	FEDFA, MEWU, ETU, FCU

Terminals					)	NUW, TWU, FCU, MEWU, ETU, FIMEE

Offshore/Onshore			)	AWU, MEWU, ETU, FCU

Transport					)	TWU

	(Union in bold denotes principal status in accordance with the October 1990 proposal.  Maintenance unions shall be regarded as having principal status for their existing areas of coverage.)

The above bargaining units and nominated unions are not intended to cover the hydrocarbon industry or oil contractors.  It is proposed that principal union status for oil contractors be accorded to NUW and/or TWU."

FAC

	"The ACTU Executive notes and endorses the following agreement between unions in the FAC :

	PSU is prepared to grant NUW respondency for a period of twelve (12) months

	Limited respondency is to be granted on the basis that NUW agreed to the following conditions :

	a)	NUW to withdraw from FAC in an orderly manner over the next twelve months

	b)	Arrangements reached in FAC will be viewed as part of the total demarcation arrangements between PSU and NUW in the Australian Public Service and Commonwealth Government Business Enterprises

	c)	Orderly transfer of members from NUW to other relevant FAC unions will occur over the 12 month period of respondency

	d)	NUW will not seek to re-open issues relating to wages and conditions as embodied in the Federal Airports Corporation Award 1991


Union Rationalisation - FAC  (Contd.)

	In return for a written undertaking from NUW in satisfaction of the conditions set out in 2 above, PSU agrees to support an application by NUW for respondency to the Federal Airports Corporation Award 1991, as made by Johnson C. on 9 April 1992."

HSOA/HSU Amalgamation

	That the proposed amalgamation between HSOA and HSU in Western Australia be endorsed."

ACSA

The correspondence from ACSA was noted.  The ACTU Officers are to take appropriate action re this matter.

Metals & Engineering - W.A.

	That a meeting  of relevant unions be convened by the ACTU to consider the position of Metals and Engineering in Western Australia."

Railways - ARU/AWU Demarcation

	"That due to no agreement being reached in the rail industry the ACTU officers be authorised to resolve this matter in accord with policy."

Road Transport

	"That the relevant information be compiled by the ACTU and this matter to be further considered at the August Executive."

Ferntree Computers

	"ACTU Executive notes the report from the PSU regarding Ferntree and determines to convene an urgent meeting of the PSU/ASU/FCU to consider this issue, and seek to reach agreement.

	Executive authorises the ACTU Officers to determine the matter should agreement not be reached and to represent the ACTU's position in any subsequent hearings."
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Union Organisation - Metalliferous Mining - W.A.


In ACTU Executive Matters for Information of the February Executive meeting it was stated at page two that "The TWU be awarded Principal Union status for its normal area of coverage in the metalliferous mining industry in Western Australia".

The inclusion of that item as a decision of the Executive was incorrect.

The Executive gave consideration to the proposal set out above however its decision was that :

	"Consideration of the proposal was adjourned to allow further discussion between affected unions."

Would all affiliates please note the position as set out above to adjourn the matter of TWU's claim for Principal Union status in the metalliferous mining industry in Western Australia.

